
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Dear Students,

With respect to the increasing Covid-19 cases and the latest Government guidelines to contain them, 
NEXT IAS is taking the following necessary steps with immediate effect.

Following the Delhi Government’s latest order on curfews on movement of individuals in the territory 
of the NCT of Delhi with effect from 10:00 PM on 19.04.2021 (Monday) to 5:00 AM on 03.05.2021 
(Monday), the institute will stay closed on the above mentioned period until further notice. 

All the offline enquiries till 02 May, 2021 will be conducted online and telephonically.

For uninterrupted learning, all the Offline classrooms had been shifted to Live/Online mode after the 
previous notice on weekend curfews. However, all the Live/Online mode classrooms have been 
suspended till 02.05.2021 or a further Government notification in this regard and you will be 
informed about their resumption.

For better cooperation and connectivity between the students and the management, you are being 
provided with an updated list of emails and contact numbers, which can be accessed during the office 
hours. In case you are unable to reach out to us or your call is not answered immediately, you are 
requested to try again shortly.

HelpLine Numbers
Admission Queries: Classroom / Live Online  

Courses info@nextias.com 011-49858612, 
8800338066

Offline / Online GS Foundation Course 
(ENROLLED STUDENT) support@nextias.com 9311102155

Interview Guidance / Mock Scheduling interview@nextias.com 8800550197, 
7428693235

Login Credentials / Technical Support For  
Online Classes on NEXT IAS Live App onlinesupport@nextias.com 8448098176

Amid such uncertain times, NEXT IAS assures you of firm support in solving all your study related 
problems and a thorough guidance in your preparation for various stages of the UPSC Civil Services 
Examination.
You are requested to have patience and stay hopeful as the situation will be brought under control 
shortly and normalcy shall return soon. Till then, stay HOME, stay SAFE and stay FOCUSED.

Regards 
Team NEXTIAS

Stay Home & Stay Safe


